
From: Gareth Evans
To: A38 Derby Junctions
Cc: Adam Tamsett; Emma Taylor
Subject: A38 Derby Junctions Scheme, Deadline 11 - intu Derby
Date: 23 April 2020 17:08:48
Attachments: TR010022-001267-A38 Derby Junctions Table for Rule 17 Request dated 21 April 2020 FINAL - intu

Derby.pdf
A38 Derby Junctions Written Representation from intu Derby part 3_230420.pdf

Dear Bart,
 
As per the latest information for Deadline 11 published online this week, and based on previous
dialogue around this matter, please find attached on behalf of intu Derby:
 

Written response relating to Highway England’s Traffic Management Plan [REP7-003]
Our completed form regards attendance/participation at any future Hearings via digital
means

 
We’ll await information on the next steps as set out in the latest timetable, noting the Hearings
are to take place in June should these be required by the ExA.
 
Kind regards,
 
Gareth
 
Dr Gareth Evans, MCIHT
National Sustainable Travel & Transport Manager
intu 
The Management Suite | intu Metrocentre | Gateshead | Tyne & Wear | NE11 9YG
DD +44 (0) 191 493 0236
M 
gareth.evans@intu.co.uk
www.intugroup.co.uk
 
P Please consider the environment before printing this email everything you do
 
 
Intu Properties plc
40 Broadway │ London │ SW1H 0BT
Registered No: 3685527 │ Registered office: as above
Incorporated in England

This email is confidential. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately by
telephone on +44 (0)20 7960 1200 and delete the message from all locations on your computer system; you
should not copy the email or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person, to do so may
be unlawful.

This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast.
For more information please visit http://www.mimecast.com
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mailto:Emma.Taylor@intu.co.uk
blocked::http://www.intugroup.co.uk/
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Application by Highways England for an Order Granting Development Consent for the A38 Derby Junctions Scheme 


Table for Examining Authority’s Rule 17 request for further information dated 21 April 2020 


Issued on 21 April 2020 


The following table sets out the Examining Authority’s (ExA’s) request for representations regarding potential Hearings. The 
responses to these questions will help the ExA to decide:  


• which Hearings, if any, will be held; and 


• if Hearings are held, what the arrangements and preparations will be. 


Please provide your responses in the shaded boxes in the table, as indicated. 


Recognising that most people are likely to access any Hearings from their home rather than their workplace, please 
could the table be completed by each person who may wish to speak at, or observe, a Hearing. 


Please return a completed copy of the table by email to A38DerbyJunctions@planninginspectorate.gov.uk. Please contact the case 
team at that same email address or by telephone at 0303 444 5000 if you have any difficulty completing the form.  


Responses are to be provided by Deadline 11, on Tuesday 28 April 2020.  


Useful links: 


Examination Timetable: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/east-midlands/a38-derby-


junctions/?ipcsection=exam 


Frequently Asked Questions: http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/document/TR010022-001269 


Privacy Notice: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/ni-privacy-statement.pdf  
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Part 1 – Your details 
Please provide details for each person who may wish to speak at or observe a Hearing. We recognise that many people have adjusted their home and working 
arrangements, so this is an opportunity for you to let us know about any changes to your contact details.  


 


1.  Your name Adam Tamsett / Gareth Evans / Emma Taylor 


 


2.  Your contact details 


To participate in a Hearing you will need to provide the Planning 


Inspectorate with an email address and/or telephone number that are easily 
accessible to you and that we can contact you on before and during any 
Hearing. It will be helpful if you could please provide both.  


By providing these details you and any person or organisation that you 
represent authorise their use for the Planning Inspectorate to contact you 
for the purposes of the Examination. 


Please type your responses in the shaded boxes 


Email address {adam.tamsett} {gareth.evans} 


{emma.taylor} @intu.co.uk 


Telephone number AT - 07824 550 170 


GE - 07435 965 161 


ET - 07950 969 743 


 


3.  Representation 


Please put an X in one shaded box 


I am representing myself  


I am an employee, a professional representative or a 


friend acting for another organisation or person 


X 


 


4.  Please name the organisation or other person that you are 


representing, if any 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


intu Derby and all retailers across the centre 


 


5.  Interested Party reference number 


Please confirm your Interested Party reference number, or the reference 
number of the organisation or other person that you are representing. 


This is a reference number provided to you by the Planning Inspectorate in 


our communications to you and will start with “A38DJ-“ or “20022” 


Please type your responses in the shaded box 


N/A – however intu Derby has been present and spoken at a 


previous Hearing 
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Part 2 – Your participation in the Examination 
Please give us an indication of your anticipated level of participation during the rest of the Examination. This information will help us to plan appropriately. 
Formal notifications of a request to speak or observe any Hearings that we decide to hold will be requested later, as set out in the Examination Timetable. 


 


6.  How much do you anticipate participating in the rest of the 


Examination? 


Please put an X in one or more of the shaded boxes 


I am unlikely to make any further submissions.  


I may look at written submissions made by others X 


I may make further written submissions  


I am likely to make further written submissions X 


I may access the recordings of any Hearings  


I would like to follow any Hearings in real time X 


I may want to speak at a Hearing X 


I am likely to want to speak at a Hearing  


 


7.  Are you able to help and work with other members of a 


group?  


People who are members of the same group, or who know each other and 
have similar views, are encouraged to work together and help each other.  


Are you able to help people in your group whose circumstances make it 
difficult for them to participate by raising their issues for them?    


Previously in the Examination the ExA has used its discretion to accept 


submissions from parties who are not Interested Parties when it has 
considered it likely that this would assist with the examination. 


Technical and management considerations may result in the ExA limiting the 
number of speakers at any Hearings. The ExA is likely to prioritise 


Interested Parties and those speaking on behalf of a group of people. The 


ExA will give the same consideration to any matter, whether it is raised once 
or several times. 


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Yes X 


No  
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8.  If you can work with and help other members of a group, 
please could you identify the name of the group and the 
names of the people nominated to speak for that group at any 


Hearings that may be held? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


DCiC Behaviour Change Working Group (BCWG), various 


organisations 


 


9.  Which topics at an Issue Specific Hearing, if held, are you 


likely to want to observe? 


The time reserved for Issue Specific Hearing(s), if required, are set out in 


the Examination Timetable.  


Please put an X in one or more shaded box, or in ‘none of the above’ 


Transport networks and traffic X 


Climate change X 


Air quality X 


Noise and vibration  


The water environment  


Biodiversity and ecological conservation  


Landscape and visual impact  


Land use, social and economic impact X 


The historic environment  


None of the above  


 


10.  Which topics at an Issue Specific Hearing, if held, would you 
or your nominated speaker(s) like to participate in as a 


speaker? 


Please put an X in one or more shaded box, or in ‘none of the above’ 


Transport networks and traffic X 


Climate change  


Air quality  


Noise and vibration  


The water environment  


Biodiversity and ecological conservation  


Landscape and visual impact  
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Land use, social and economic impact X 


The historic environment  


None of the above  


 


11.  Why would you like to speak at those Issue Specific 


Hearing(s)? 


Please type your response in the shaded box  


intu Derby have a vested interest in ensuring access/egress 


to/from Derby city centre is maintained during the A38 scheme 


for business continuity, at a time when the retail sector is 


experiencing significant wider issues 


 


12.  Would you like to participate in an Issue Specific Hearing on 


the draft Development Consent Order, if one is held? 


Please put an X in one or more shaded box 


Yes X 


No  


 


13.  Why would you like to participate in an Issue Specific Hearing 


on the draft Development Consent Order? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


To continue our involvement from previous ISHs 


 


14.  If you are an Affected Person, would you like to participate in 


a Compulsory Acquisition Hearing, if one is held? 


The time reserved for a Compulsory Acquisition Hearing, if required, is set 
out in the Examination Timetable.  


An Affected Person is a person with a legal interest in the land, or any part 
of the land, affected by the Proposed Development. It is defined in Section 
59(4) of the Planning Act 2008. 


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Yes  


No  


 


15.  If you are an Affected Person, why would you like to 


participate in a Compulsory Acquisition Hearing? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


N/A 
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Part 3 – Your facilities 
Please give an indication of the facilities that you have available to you. This information will help us to decide what arrangements should be made for any 
Hearings that we decide to hold. When answering, please assume that the Planning Inspectorate will provide you with reasonable advice and support. 


 


16.  Do you have access to a computer or tablet connected to the 


internet, or to a smart phone? 


Please put a X in the shaded box of any that apply, or in 'none of the above' 


A computer running Microsoft Windows 10 X 


A computer running Macintosh OSX Catalina  


An Apple iPad  


An Android tablet  


An Android smart phone X 


An Apple iPhone X 


Another type of smart phone (not Android or Apple) X 


None of the above  


 


17.  If you have a computer running an operating system that is 
not Microsoft Windows 10 or Macintosh OSX Catalina (version 


10.15), please tell us the manufacturer, type and version of 
the operating system, for example, ‘Microsoft Windows 8’, or 


‘Linux Debian 10:10.3’. 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


N/A 


 


18.  How confident are you that you could use your computer, 
tablet or smart phone to participate in a Hearing where you 
could see and be seen, speak and be spoken to, by 


participants in real time? 


Most internet connected computers or tablets or smart phones can connect 
participants to a video conference, provided they have a camera, 
microphone and speakers or headphones built in or connected to them.  


Please put an X in one shaded box  


Highly confident  


Confident – it depends on the platform used re: video X 


Reasonably confident  


Not at all confident  


I do not have a suitable computer, tablet or smart phone  
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19.  How confident are you that you could use your computer, 
tablet or smart phone to participate in a Hearing where you 


could speak and be spoken to by participants in real time? 


Most internet connected computers or tablets or smart phones can connect 
participants to a teleconference, provided they have a microphone and 
speakers or headphones built in or connected to them.  


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Highly confident X 


Confident  


Reasonably confident  


Not at all confident  


I do not have a suitable computer, tablet or smart phone  


 


20.  Do you have access to a telephone that you could use? 


Please put a X in the box of any that apply, or in 'none of the above' 


A land line telephone X 


A mobile phone other than a smart phone  


None of the above  


 


21.  How confident are you that you could use your telephone or 
mobile phone to participate in a Hearing where you could 


speak and be spoken to by participants in real time? 


A land-line telephone or mobile telephone of almost any age or design can 
be used to dial in to a teleconference.  


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Highly confident X 


Confident  


Reasonably confident  


Not at all confident  


I do not have a suitable telephone or mobile phone  


 


Part 4 – How the Planning Inspectorate can help you 


Considering your current circumstances, please help us to identify how we can help you to engage with the rest of the Examination. 


 


22.  If your confidence in being able to participate in a Hearing is 


low, why is that?   


Please put an X in one or more shaded box 


The internet in my area is slow or intermittent  


The equipment available to me has performance issues  


I am not confident with this type of technology  


A video conference is not suitable for Hearings  


A teleconference is not suitable for Hearings  
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Not applicable: I am confident in being able to participate X 


 


23.  As applicable, please could you provide further details of why 
your confidence level is low or why you do not consider that a 


video conference or teleconference is suitable for Hearings? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


 


 


24.  How could the Planning Inspectorate help to increase your 


confidence level? 


Please put an X in one or more shaded box 


By providing written advice on the equipment that is 


supported and how to get the best out of it 


 


By providing written information on the arrangements for 


Hearings and how to participate in them 


 


By providing a Frequently Asked Questions document 


with responses to issues that are commonly raised 


 


By somebody responding to the issues that I set out in 


more detail in writing  


 


By somebody calling me to take me through the 


arrangements and my options 


 


By having a trial run before any Hearing  


 


25.  Is there anything else that we should do help you to increase 
your confidence level or otherwise help you to engage with 


the rest of the Examination? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 
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Application by Highways England for an Order Granting Development Consent for the A38 Derby Junctions Scheme 


Table for Examining Authority’s Rule 17 request for further information dated 21 April 2020 


Issued on 21 April 2020 


The following table sets out the Examining Authority’s (ExA’s) request for representations regarding potential Hearings. The 
responses to these questions will help the ExA to decide:  


• which Hearings, if any, will be held; and 


• if Hearings are held, what the arrangements and preparations will be. 


Please provide your responses in the shaded boxes in the table, as indicated. 


Recognising that most people are likely to access any Hearings from their home rather than their workplace, please 
could the table be completed by each person who may wish to speak at, or observe, a Hearing. 


Please return a completed copy of the table by email to A38DerbyJunctions@planninginspectorate.gov.uk. Please contact the case 
team at that same email address or by telephone at 0303 444 5000 if you have any difficulty completing the form.  


Responses are to be provided by Deadline 11, on Tuesday 28 April 2020.  


Useful links: 


Examination Timetable: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/east-midlands/a38-derby-


junctions/?ipcsection=exam 


Frequently Asked Questions: http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/document/TR010022-001269 


Privacy Notice: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/ni-privacy-statement.pdf  
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Part 1 – Your details 
Please provide details for each person who may wish to speak at or observe a Hearing. We recognise that many people have adjusted their home and working 
arrangements, so this is an opportunity for you to let us know about any changes to your contact details.  


 


1.  Your name Adam Tamsett / Gareth Evans / Emma Taylor 


 


2.  Your contact details 


To participate in a Hearing you will need to provide the Planning 


Inspectorate with an email address and/or telephone number that are easily 
accessible to you and that we can contact you on before and during any 
Hearing. It will be helpful if you could please provide both.  


By providing these details you and any person or organisation that you 
represent authorise their use for the Planning Inspectorate to contact you 
for the purposes of the Examination. 


Please type your responses in the shaded boxes 


Email address {adam.tamsett} {gareth.evans} 


{emma.taylor} @intu.co.uk 


Telephone number AT - 07824 550 170 


GE - 07435 965 161 


ET - 07950 969 743 


 


3.  Representation 


Please put an X in one shaded box 


I am representing myself  


I am an employee, a professional representative or a 


friend acting for another organisation or person 


X 


 


4.  Please name the organisation or other person that you are 


representing, if any 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


intu Derby and all retailers across the centre 


 


5.  Interested Party reference number 


Please confirm your Interested Party reference number, or the reference 
number of the organisation or other person that you are representing. 


This is a reference number provided to you by the Planning Inspectorate in 


our communications to you and will start with “A38DJ-“ or “20022” 


Please type your responses in the shaded box 


N/A – however intu Derby has been present and spoken at a 


previous Hearing 
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Part 2 – Your participation in the Examination 
Please give us an indication of your anticipated level of participation during the rest of the Examination. This information will help us to plan appropriately. 
Formal notifications of a request to speak or observe any Hearings that we decide to hold will be requested later, as set out in the Examination Timetable. 


 


6.  How much do you anticipate participating in the rest of the 


Examination? 


Please put an X in one or more of the shaded boxes 


I am unlikely to make any further submissions.  


I may look at written submissions made by others X 


I may make further written submissions  


I am likely to make further written submissions X 


I may access the recordings of any Hearings  


I would like to follow any Hearings in real time X 


I may want to speak at a Hearing X 


I am likely to want to speak at a Hearing  


 


7.  Are you able to help and work with other members of a 


group?  


People who are members of the same group, or who know each other and 
have similar views, are encouraged to work together and help each other.  


Are you able to help people in your group whose circumstances make it 
difficult for them to participate by raising their issues for them?    


Previously in the Examination the ExA has used its discretion to accept 


submissions from parties who are not Interested Parties when it has 
considered it likely that this would assist with the examination. 


Technical and management considerations may result in the ExA limiting the 
number of speakers at any Hearings. The ExA is likely to prioritise 


Interested Parties and those speaking on behalf of a group of people. The 


ExA will give the same consideration to any matter, whether it is raised once 
or several times. 


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Yes X 


No  
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8.  If you can work with and help other members of a group, 
please could you identify the name of the group and the 
names of the people nominated to speak for that group at any 


Hearings that may be held? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


DCiC Behaviour Change Working Group (BCWG), various 


organisations 


 


9.  Which topics at an Issue Specific Hearing, if held, are you 


likely to want to observe? 


The time reserved for Issue Specific Hearing(s), if required, are set out in 


the Examination Timetable.  


Please put an X in one or more shaded box, or in ‘none of the above’ 


Transport networks and traffic X 


Climate change X 


Air quality X 


Noise and vibration  


The water environment  


Biodiversity and ecological conservation  


Landscape and visual impact  


Land use, social and economic impact X 


The historic environment  


None of the above  


 


10.  Which topics at an Issue Specific Hearing, if held, would you 
or your nominated speaker(s) like to participate in as a 


speaker? 


Please put an X in one or more shaded box, or in ‘none of the above’ 


Transport networks and traffic X 


Climate change  


Air quality  


Noise and vibration  


The water environment  


Biodiversity and ecological conservation  


Landscape and visual impact  
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Land use, social and economic impact X 


The historic environment  


None of the above  


 


11.  Why would you like to speak at those Issue Specific 


Hearing(s)? 


Please type your response in the shaded box  


intu Derby have a vested interest in ensuring access/egress 


to/from Derby city centre is maintained during the A38 scheme 


for business continuity, at a time when the retail sector is 


experiencing significant wider issues 


 


12.  Would you like to participate in an Issue Specific Hearing on 


the draft Development Consent Order, if one is held? 


Please put an X in one or more shaded box 


Yes X 


No  


 


13.  Why would you like to participate in an Issue Specific Hearing 


on the draft Development Consent Order? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


To continue our involvement from previous ISHs 


 


14.  If you are an Affected Person, would you like to participate in 


a Compulsory Acquisition Hearing, if one is held? 


The time reserved for a Compulsory Acquisition Hearing, if required, is set 
out in the Examination Timetable.  


An Affected Person is a person with a legal interest in the land, or any part 
of the land, affected by the Proposed Development. It is defined in Section 
59(4) of the Planning Act 2008. 


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Yes  


No  


 


15.  If you are an Affected Person, why would you like to 


participate in a Compulsory Acquisition Hearing? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


N/A 
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Part 3 – Your facilities 
Please give an indication of the facilities that you have available to you. This information will help us to decide what arrangements should be made for any 
Hearings that we decide to hold. When answering, please assume that the Planning Inspectorate will provide you with reasonable advice and support. 


 


16.  Do you have access to a computer or tablet connected to the 


internet, or to a smart phone? 


Please put a X in the shaded box of any that apply, or in 'none of the above' 


A computer running Microsoft Windows 10 X 


A computer running Macintosh OSX Catalina  


An Apple iPad  


An Android tablet  


An Android smart phone X 


An Apple iPhone X 


Another type of smart phone (not Android or Apple) X 


None of the above  


 


17.  If you have a computer running an operating system that is 
not Microsoft Windows 10 or Macintosh OSX Catalina (version 


10.15), please tell us the manufacturer, type and version of 
the operating system, for example, ‘Microsoft Windows 8’, or 


‘Linux Debian 10:10.3’. 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


N/A 


 


18.  How confident are you that you could use your computer, 
tablet or smart phone to participate in a Hearing where you 
could see and be seen, speak and be spoken to, by 


participants in real time? 


Most internet connected computers or tablets or smart phones can connect 
participants to a video conference, provided they have a camera, 
microphone and speakers or headphones built in or connected to them.  


Please put an X in one shaded box  


Highly confident  


Confident – it depends on the platform used re: video X 


Reasonably confident  


Not at all confident  


I do not have a suitable computer, tablet or smart phone  
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19.  How confident are you that you could use your computer, 
tablet or smart phone to participate in a Hearing where you 


could speak and be spoken to by participants in real time? 


Most internet connected computers or tablets or smart phones can connect 
participants to a teleconference, provided they have a microphone and 
speakers or headphones built in or connected to them.  


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Highly confident X 


Confident  


Reasonably confident  


Not at all confident  


I do not have a suitable computer, tablet or smart phone  


 


20.  Do you have access to a telephone that you could use? 


Please put a X in the box of any that apply, or in 'none of the above' 


A land line telephone X 


A mobile phone other than a smart phone  


None of the above  


 


21.  How confident are you that you could use your telephone or 
mobile phone to participate in a Hearing where you could 


speak and be spoken to by participants in real time? 


A land-line telephone or mobile telephone of almost any age or design can 
be used to dial in to a teleconference.  


Please put an X in one shaded box 


Highly confident X 


Confident  


Reasonably confident  


Not at all confident  


I do not have a suitable telephone or mobile phone  


 


Part 4 – How the Planning Inspectorate can help you 


Considering your current circumstances, please help us to identify how we can help you to engage with the rest of the Examination. 


 


22.  If your confidence in being able to participate in a Hearing is 


low, why is that?   


Please put an X in one or more shaded box 


The internet in my area is slow or intermittent  


The equipment available to me has performance issues  


I am not confident with this type of technology  


A video conference is not suitable for Hearings  


A teleconference is not suitable for Hearings  
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Not applicable: I am confident in being able to participate X 


 


23.  As applicable, please could you provide further details of why 
your confidence level is low or why you do not consider that a 


video conference or teleconference is suitable for Hearings? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 


 


 


24.  How could the Planning Inspectorate help to increase your 


confidence level? 


Please put an X in one or more shaded box 


By providing written advice on the equipment that is 


supported and how to get the best out of it 


 


By providing written information on the arrangements for 


Hearings and how to participate in them 


 


By providing a Frequently Asked Questions document 


with responses to issues that are commonly raised 


 


By somebody responding to the issues that I set out in 


more detail in writing  


 


By somebody calling me to take me through the 


arrangements and my options 


 


By having a trial run before any Hearing  


 


25.  Is there anything else that we should do help you to increase 
your confidence level or otherwise help you to engage with 


the rest of the Examination? 


Please type your response in the shaded box 
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National Infrastructure Planning 


Temple Quay House 


Temple Quay 


Bristol  


BS1 6PN 


 


23rd April 2020 


 


Dear Sirs, 


A38 Derby Junctions Scheme – Further Written Representation from intu Derby (Deadline 11) 


This response provides further comments and insights on behalf of intu Derby regarding Highways 


England’s (HE) DCO application for the A38 Derby Junctions scheme. This follows on from our previous 


written submissions and attendance at Hearings.  At this juncture, we seek to specifically address the 


following question raised by The Examining Authority (ExA): 


“Are there any further comments or outstanding concerns regarding the Traffic Management Plan 


[REP7-003]? How should any outstanding concerns be addressed?” 


This question was directed to the Behaviour Change Working Group (BCWG), of which intu Derby is a 


member. 


Our previous written responses provide more detail with regards to wider concerns around the 


construction impacts of the A38 Derby Junctions scheme and seeking to maintaining access/egress 


to/from Derby city centre throughout this period. We therefore wish to take this opportunity to 


highlight our key concerns to the ExA associated with the Traffic Management Plan (TMP): 


• Confirmation of funding for mitigation measures – Through our attendance at BCWG 


meetings, we have been disappointed to learn from HE representatives that, to date, there 


has been no allocation of HE funding for mitigation measures, specifically for those on the 


local network which could also deliver a lasting legacy beyond the A38 scheme itself. Our 


understanding is the current TMP only allows for a package of comms-based Travel Demand 


Management (TDM) measures, issues around which are discussed separately at the end of 


this list, unless other sources of funding can be identified locally or secured through bids for 


additional HE funds.  


o We would therefore ask the A38 Derby Junctions scheme is not consented until the 


HE commits to sourcing and allocating appropriate funds to enable measures to 


support access/egress to/from Derby city centre during the construction period, for 


example Park and Ride sites, bus priority measures etc., as was previously identified 


by other BCWG members in earlier meetings with DCiC/AECOM. 


• Congestion hotspots during the construction period – The TMP states further junction 


modelling will be undertaken during construction preparation (Stage 5). This modelling needs 


to be undertaken at the earliest instance so that problem areas can be identified with 


sufficient time to subsequently develop and implement suitable mitigation measures in 


advance of the works commencing. 
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• Clarity of diversionary routes per phase – Consideration must be given to the scale of impact 


on the local network plus appropriate mitigation measures for links/junctions which are likely 


to be used by re-routed traffic as well as those routes directly affected by the construction 


works. From the technical drawings presented at previous BCWG meetings and being able to 


compare these to graphical output provided to intu by other roadwork schemes, we strongly 


encourage the HE seek to produce a series of clear and concise diversionary diagrams to 


illustrate the traffic restrictions during each phase of the works. 


• Timings – We, and other BCWG members, continued to be frustrated by the lack of progress 


made in either defining and agreeing proposed mitigation measures, or giving confirmation 


these will not actually be possible. We do acknowledge the disruptive impact COVID-19 has 


had on the DCO process and appreciate all efforts to continue planning and discussions; 


nevertheless, there is increasingly limited time remaining for HE to develop, confirm and 


implement an effective package of measures in advance of any works commencing on site. 


• Contingency – It is still not clear from the TMP exactly what level of contingency, if any, has 


been considered for the programme. Clarity on this matter would be welcomed – as noted 


before, our experience from other major road schemes has shown this element tends to be 


under-estimated and just one significant, unexpected issue can easily consume all/any 


planned contingency, leading to programme overrun and negative media coverage. 


• TDM proposals – at the March 2020 BCWG meeting, HE presented their TDM strategy, as 


proven by previous schemes, including the 4 R’s (Retime, Remode, Reduce and Reroute). From 


a retail perspective, we can only promote options to Remode and Reroute journeys and would 


discourage any efforts which could Reduce shopping/leisure trips at a time when the wider 


retail sector cannot sustain a further decrease in footfall. The option to Retime is also unlikely 


to be acceptable given the need for retailers to be open for trade at specific times. To enable 


successful Remode and Reroute choices, there needs to be agreed alternatives which are 


attractive to users and fully operational prior to the works commencing. 


 


Conclusion 


As mentioned in all our previous correspondence, we welcome this investment by HE into the East 


Midlands region and appreciate this opportunity to raise further concerns with the ExA. 


To reiterate our stance – if the A38 Derby Junctions scheme proceeds, intu’s aim is to support delivery 


of the programme by working with all organisations across the city in developing a mutually beneficial 


working relationship with both HE and their contractors. Taking a collaborative approach will be key 


in ensuring HE can successfully undertake these works without them being overly disruptive to Derby 


and the wider region, and we trust our concerns set out in this written response will be addressed 


accordingly. 


 


Kind regards,  


 


Adam Tamsett 


General Manager, intu Derby 
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National Infrastructure Planning 

Temple Quay House 

Temple Quay 

Bristol  

BS1 6PN 

 

23rd April 2020 

 

Dear Sirs, 

A38 Derby Junctions Scheme – Further Written Representation from intu Derby (Deadline 11) 

This response provides further comments and insights on behalf of intu Derby regarding Highways 

England’s (HE) DCO application for the A38 Derby Junctions scheme. This follows on from our previous 

written submissions and attendance at Hearings.  At this juncture, we seek to specifically address the 

following question raised by The Examining Authority (ExA): 

“Are there any further comments or outstanding concerns regarding the Traffic Management Plan 

[REP7-003]? How should any outstanding concerns be addressed?” 

This question was directed to the Behaviour Change Working Group (BCWG), of which intu Derby is a 

member. 

Our previous written responses provide more detail with regards to wider concerns around the 

construction impacts of the A38 Derby Junctions scheme and seeking to maintaining access/egress 

to/from Derby city centre throughout this period. We therefore wish to take this opportunity to 

highlight our key concerns to the ExA associated with the Traffic Management Plan (TMP): 

• Confirmation of funding for mitigation measures – Through our attendance at BCWG 

meetings, we have been disappointed to learn from HE representatives that, to date, there 

has been no allocation of HE funding for mitigation measures, specifically for those on the 

local network which could also deliver a lasting legacy beyond the A38 scheme itself. Our 

understanding is the current TMP only allows for a package of comms-based Travel Demand 

Management (TDM) measures, issues around which are discussed separately at the end of 

this list, unless other sources of funding can be identified locally or secured through bids for 

additional HE funds.  

o We would therefore ask the A38 Derby Junctions scheme is not consented until the 

HE commits to sourcing and allocating appropriate funds to enable measures to 

support access/egress to/from Derby city centre during the construction period, for 

example Park and Ride sites, bus priority measures etc., as was previously identified 

by other BCWG members in earlier meetings with DCiC/AECOM. 

• Congestion hotspots during the construction period – The TMP states further junction 

modelling will be undertaken during construction preparation (Stage 5). This modelling needs 

to be undertaken at the earliest instance so that problem areas can be identified with 

sufficient time to subsequently develop and implement suitable mitigation measures in 

advance of the works commencing. 
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• Clarity of diversionary routes per phase – Consideration must be given to the scale of impact 

on the local network plus appropriate mitigation measures for links/junctions which are likely 

to be used by re-routed traffic as well as those routes directly affected by the construction 

works. From the technical drawings presented at previous BCWG meetings and being able to 

compare these to graphical output provided to intu by other roadwork schemes, we strongly 

encourage the HE seek to produce a series of clear and concise diversionary diagrams to 

illustrate the traffic restrictions during each phase of the works. 

• Timings – We, and other BCWG members, continued to be frustrated by the lack of progress 

made in either defining and agreeing proposed mitigation measures, or giving confirmation 

these will not actually be possible. We do acknowledge the disruptive impact COVID-19 has 

had on the DCO process and appreciate all efforts to continue planning and discussions; 

nevertheless, there is increasingly limited time remaining for HE to develop, confirm and 

implement an effective package of measures in advance of any works commencing on site. 

• Contingency – It is still not clear from the TMP exactly what level of contingency, if any, has 

been considered for the programme. Clarity on this matter would be welcomed – as noted 

before, our experience from other major road schemes has shown this element tends to be 

under-estimated and just one significant, unexpected issue can easily consume all/any 

planned contingency, leading to programme overrun and negative media coverage. 

• TDM proposals – at the March 2020 BCWG meeting, HE presented their TDM strategy, as 

proven by previous schemes, including the 4 R’s (Retime, Remode, Reduce and Reroute). From 

a retail perspective, we can only promote options to Remode and Reroute journeys and would 

discourage any efforts which could Reduce shopping/leisure trips at a time when the wider 

retail sector cannot sustain a further decrease in footfall. The option to Retime is also unlikely 

to be acceptable given the need for retailers to be open for trade at specific times. To enable 

successful Remode and Reroute choices, there needs to be agreed alternatives which are 

attractive to users and fully operational prior to the works commencing. 

 

Conclusion 

As mentioned in all our previous correspondence, we welcome this investment by HE into the East 

Midlands region and appreciate this opportunity to raise further concerns with the ExA. 

To reiterate our stance – if the A38 Derby Junctions scheme proceeds, intu’s aim is to support delivery 

of the programme by working with all organisations across the city in developing a mutually beneficial 

working relationship with both HE and their contractors. Taking a collaborative approach will be key 

in ensuring HE can successfully undertake these works without them being overly disruptive to Derby 

and the wider region, and we trust our concerns set out in this written response will be addressed 

accordingly. 

 

Kind regards,  

Adam Tamsett 

General Manager, intu Derby 




